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            Clockwork!
Time's a tickin’ so clock in and get crafty! With our wide 
selection of  easy-to-install clock parts, it’s like

« meal time... Turn canvas 
couture into a trendy timepiece. We 
primed a blank canvas with a painted 
design (you can use stencils for 
this if you wish). Then, we added 
iron-on letters and a handy clock 
mechanism. Love it!

» 

   etched in time... 
This mirror tells a timely tale of 
elegance. We used an engraving 
tool to etch the pretty clock face. 
Tip: The engraving tool doubled 
as a drill in this case. We used 
it to create the opening for the 
clock mechanism.

» 

   dish de-lish... Plate too full for complicated 
design? Then this simple project is just what you ordered. 
Stack designer plates (available in Home Accents) and 
glue them together. Then drill holes to install the clock 
movement. You can even paint the hands if you’re  
inclined. Tip: Drill a pilot hole and drill slowly to avoid 
damaging the plates. 
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here’s how to do it...

Note: The clock face must first be placed on a sturdy base before installing the 

clock mechanism.  

1. Remove all components from clock shaft (A) except the silver hanger (B).

2. Place rubber cushion (C) over shaft.

3. Insert shaft through clock face (D).

4. Slide brass washer (E) over shaft.

5. Attach dial mounting hex nut (F). Do not overtighten.

6. Gently press the hour hand (G) onto the shaft.

7. Place the minute hand (H) over the shaft.

8. Gently screw the minute nut (I) into place.

9. Press on second hand (J).

10. Insert a battery and set the time by turning the time-set knob on the 

back of the clock movement or by rotating the minute hand.

B.
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make some time...literally!
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for the record... Thrift store vinyl 
just in time! We added vintage-style scrapbook 
paper, self-adhesive numerals and simple clock 
components. Tip: Want to lend your clock hands 
some designer appeal? Give them a quick, 
coordinating paint job!

bookish beauty... This faux storage book (available in Home Accents) was turned into 
fully functional décor. And it was so easy! Since the piece was already hollow, we simply opened the 
cover, drilled through the center and installed the clockworks. Self-adhesive numerals rounded out the 
timely design.

bike delight... Just call it needle 
by number! We placed the hand-embroidered 
piece on a self-adhesive mounting board before 
framing. Then, we painted the hands and 
installed the clock mechanism. 

clock box... This tick-tock collage 
features found objects, ephemera and plenty of 
pretty adornments. The numerals are  
rub-ons, artfully added to vintage-style 
scrapbook embellishments. And for shimmery 
detail, we even glittered the clock hands to 
match our design.

it’s a puzzle... We’ve always got 
time for games! This puzzle piece began as 
bare wood (available in the Craft Department). 
We added acrylic paint (with brushes, sponges 
and stencils). And we finished with our simple 
clockworks.

chalk it, clock it... A circle of bare 
wood (available in the Craft Department) makes 
the perfect base for a one-of-a-kind chalk clock. 
We primed the base with chalkboard paint before 
installing the mechanism. Since the clock face is 
drawn with ordinary chalk, it’s not only cute…it’s 
also changeable!

Visit www.HobbyLobby.com 
for even more clock projects  
and for more details about  

the projects shown here!

palette pleaser... Artistic triumph 
on a quirky timepiece? You bet! This artist’s 
palette was embellished with the tools of the 
trade and outfitted with a slightly altered clock 
mechanism. Look closely…we hot glued a 
paintbrush to the second hand!

creature couture... This clock 
corners the market on woodland whimsy. It 
features a simple bare wood plaque, painted with 
bright acrylics and outfitted with our easy-to-
install clockworks—the hands are painted to 
match the design.

minute memo... It’s a paper trail 
that’s all about keeping time! This adorable 
desk clock was made with foam board (used 
for stability), sandwiched between a pair of cork 
tiles. We installed the clockworks before literally 
tacking the numbers into place.

across the board... This memo 
board is more than meets the eye. It’s actually 
a working clock! To make your own, add clock 
components to an ordinary dry erase board. 
Then, draw on a simple clock face. Easy, fun and 
affordable!

ONCE UPON A TIMEPIECE. 
CRAFT A HOUSEFUL OF 

IMAGINATIVE TIMEPIECES, 
USING EVERYDAY OBJECTS 
AND OUR EASY-TO-INSTALL 

CLOCK COMPONENTS.


